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Measurement of the transverse Spitzer resistivity during collisional
magnetic reconnection
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~Received 6 August 2002; accepted 15 October 2002!

Measurement of the transverse resistivity was carried out in a reconnecting current sheet where the
mean free path for the Coulomb collision is smaller than the thickness of the sheet. In a collisional
neutral sheet without a guide field, the transverse resistivity is directly related to the reconnection
rate. A remarkable agreement is found between the measured resistivity and the classical value
derived by Spitzer. In his calculation the transverse resistivity for the electrons is higher than the
parallel resistivity by a factor of 1.96. The measured values have verified this theory to within 30%
errors. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1528612#
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Coulomb collisions among charged particle species w
historically the first mechanism of transport in plasmas to
described by a quantitative theory.1 In magnetically confined
plasma devices this ‘‘classical’’ mechanism is often stron
modified by particle orbit effects, or is completely dominat
by turbulent transport. Nevertheless, the classical value
electrical resistivity, among other transport coefficients,
universally used as an important reference value and
lower bound whenever transport or dissipation phenom
are discussed.

For plasmas where Coulomb collisions dominate
other dissipation processes, including wave and turbule
effects the resistivity is determined by the collisional drag
electrons moving against the background of ions. If a stro
magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the electric fi
direction, the current is not due to direct acceleration of el
trons by the electric field but is diamagnetic in origin. T
transverse or cross-field resistivity was calculated by Spit1

as the rate of momentum transfer from electrons to i
through collisions,

h'51.0331024Te
23/2 Z ln L ~Ohm•m!, ~1!

where the electron temperatureTe is in electronvolts and
ln L5ln(Te

3/2/ApZe3n1/2) is the Coulomb logarithm. This re
sistivity arises frome2 i collisions as the electrons drift with
respect to the ions and is determined by the electron velo
What drives the current or which species carries it in
laboratory frame is immaterial to Spitzer’s definition. Th
transverse resistivity is approximately twice as large as
resistivity without the presence of the magnetic field sin
the transverse electron distribution function is not as d
torted as in unmagnetized plasma where the current is ca
by energetic electrons experiencing less frequent collisio
We report the first quantitative measurement of the Spitz
transverse resistivity within the accuracy of 30%, in a high
collisional magnetically reconnecting plasma.
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The classical parallel resistivity is equal to that of
unmagnetized plasma. Its value has been verified experim
tally with precision in cylindrical Q-machines by driving cu
rent on the axis of symmetry,2 and later in tokamaks.3 To the
authors’ knowledge no measurements of comparable qu
have been reported for the transverse resistivity. The d
culty of such measurement is due to theE3B drift resulting
from the application of the transverse electric field. In a ty
cal plasma that incorporates the unrestrainedE3B flow the
two terms on the left-hand side of Ohm’s lawE1v3B
5h j very nearly cancel each other. Attempting to expe
mentally evaluate Ohm’s law fails to produce a reliable e
mate ofh since it involves subtracting two nearly identic
numbers. One way to make the measurement feasible
suppress the cross-field flow, which can be achieved by
signing an equilibrium with a magnetic null between regio
with oppositely directed fields. Plasma volumes with opp
sitely directed fields are brought into contact and theE3B
motions are stagnated against each other. This situation
curs in the field-reversed configuration~FRC!. The flux con-
finement time observed in FRCs created inu-pinch machines
has so far provided the only experimental estimates ofh' .
The transport in these devices has been found to be hi
anomalous,4 with the resistivities implied by the flux deca
generally exceeding the classical values by a factor fr
several times to several orders of magnitude. Various m
netohydrodynamic~MHD! and microinstabilities were found
to correlate with the anomaly factor.5 These instabilities,
rather then collisions are thought to be the dominant diss
tion mechanism in these experiments.

This paper presents resistivity measurements in the n
tral sheet of Magnetic Reconnection Experiment~MRX!,
where an electric field is applied perpendicular to the rec
necting magnetic field. Oppositely directed magnetic fie
lines merge through the neutral sheet, as a pressure gra
is created perpendicularly to bothE andB ~as in FRCs! and
a neutral sheet current is induced. If the plasma were
fectly conductive, this sheet current would prevent the rec
nection of the field lines. If the plasma is collisional, a res
tance force is created against the electric field, the sh
current dissipates and reconnection takes place. We m
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320 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 10, No. 1, January 2003 Trintchouk et al.
sured the Spitzer’s transverse resistivity in a highly co
sional region of a reconnecting plasma where the mean
path for Coulomb collisions is smaller than the neutral sh
thickness.

Figure 1~a! shows a poloidal cross-section view of th
MRX vacuum vessel. The plasma is formed by induct
discharge driven by two sets of coils contained in two tor
dal flux cores.6 The plasma assumes an annular shape
rounding the flux cores. The reconnection driving forces
controlled by the rate at which a toroidal current is induc
in the annular plasmas. Not shown are equilibrium fie
coils. The configuration allows the study of reconnection u
der a variety of external driving conditions. The present
periments deal with antiparallel reconnection, for which t
toroidal guide field is absent. Without a guide field, the e
periment is strictly two-dimensional so the transverse re
tivity is directly related to the measured reconnection ra
Following the formation of the plasma, the initial force-fre
magnetic field configuration@Fig. 1~a!# has an x-point on the
midplane of the device. To trigger the so-called ‘‘pull’’ re
connection depicted in Fig. 1~b!, the externally applied po
loidal field is ramped down. As a result, the poloidal flux
pulled radially toward the x-point, and a characteristic tor
dal current sheet forms. The typical conditions are as
lows: density 0.1– 1.531014 cm23, electron temperature
3–20 eV, andB,0.5 kG.

The Spitzer model used to obtain Eq.~1! relies on the
following assumptions:~1! steady state:]/]t50, ~2! uniform
magnetic field,~3! the electrons are magnetized, and~4! col-
lisional: re!lmfp!d, ~5! the electric field is small enoug
so that the deviation of the electron distribution functi
from Maxwellian is small:Elmfp,Te , ~6! collisions with
neutral species are negligible. Herelmfp is the electron mean
free path due to Coulomb collisions,re is the gyroradius and
d is the characteristic size of the system. Let us exam
these assumptions to determine if we can in fact expect
measuredh to follow the classical expression~1!. For MRX
the electron collision time is,10 ns, and therefore the re
connection phase of the discharge provides sufficient t
for a steady-state electron velocity distribution to be est
lished. The electrons are strongly magnetized almost ev

FIG. 1. MRX apparatus and magnetic field geometry.
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where inside the current sheet:re;1022 cm!d;3 cm,
whered is the thickness of the sheet; andre!lmfp , where
the electron collision mean free pathlmfp varies between 0.1
and 100 cm. Therefore, assumptions 1 and 3 are always
isfied in MRX. Depending on the operating conditions, a
sumptions~4!–~6! may or may not be satisfied; experiment
data exhibiting distinct regimes will be presented below.

The second condition is violated in the reconnecti
neutral sheet. The magnetic field in MRX has a null surfa
in the middle of the current sheet and, to the lowest ord
varies linearly with radius away from null surface. Th
plasma and current density are both peaked at the mag
null line, while Spitzer’s resistivity calculations assume sp
tial uniformity. It is not obvious which value,h' or h i , if
any, applies in the case of MRX current sheet. A detai
kinetic theory of resistivity in nonuniform magnetic field
beyond the scope of this letter. In the approximation of c
cular particle orbits, one can write the Fokker–Plank eq
tion for the speciesa as

v•¹ f a2Va ~] f a/]f! 1qaE• ~] f a/]v ! 5~] f a/]t !c ,
~2!

where a5 i or e, f is the gyrophase angle,qa are the
charges, andVa5qaB/m. z is taken to be parallel toB, and
all quantities are allowed to vary in thex direction only. (x
corresponds toR2R0 in the MRX device coordinates, wher
R0 is the major radius of the field null.! Then the diamag-
netic current is in they direction. The right-hand side of~2!
is the collisional Fokker–Planck term. The zeroth order d
tribution functions are taken to be Maxwellian with densiti
na and temperaturesTa that depend onx quadratically as
na5na01na09 x2/2, Ta5Ta01Ta09 x2/2. The distributions
make the collisional terms and the terms containingV van-
ish. The magnetic field at the origin is linear so thatVa

5Va08 x. Using standard Fokker–Planck theory one finds
correction to the distribution function to the first order
both 1/(tcV) and eEd/Te , and by taking the first velocity
moment of~2! the electron–ion friction force as

R5neeh'
Spitzerj 2 3

2 ne h'
Spitzere jeT , ~3!

where j eT[(]Te /]x)/(eh'
SpitzeruVeu) is the diamagnetic cur-

rent resulting from the electron temperature gradient. T
resulting resistivity is essentially equal to Spitzer’sh' with a
correction due to the temperature gradient. In MRX this c
rection is ignored since the measured radial temperature
dient is small and vanishes in the middle of the current sh
Very close tox50 the approximation on which the theory
based breaks down and the orbits change from circles
‘‘figure eight’’ and betatron orbits. The distribution functio
for the betatron orbits is distorted as in Spitzer’sh i calcula-
tion. However, only one half of the total number of electro
at x50 are on these orbits. One could guess that herh
52h i'h' , so that there should be no major change in E
~3! even atx50. The presence of field reversal therefo
does not change the value ofh'

Spitzer. Let us now consider
the experiment.

The present experiment relies on the diagnostics con
ing of several arrays of internal magnetic pickup coil prob
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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and Langmuir probes. All three components of the magn
field are measured by a 90-channel 2D pickup coil array
finer 1D pickup coil array measures theBz profile across the
current sheet with 5 mm resolution. The electron density
temperature are measured simultaneously by Langm
probes with triple pins. Both the electric field and the plas
current density are determined from magnetic pickup c
probe data. The electric fieldET is calculated from Faraday’
law as 2(dC/dt)/2pR, where C(R,Z,t) is the poloidal
magnetic flux. The poloidal flux function is determined e
perimentally asC(R,Z,t)5*0

R2pR8BZ(R8,Z,t)dR8, where
axisymmetry is assumed. The ‘‘pull’’ reconnection pha
starts when an axially elongated two-dimensional curr
sheet forms and persists for;20– 30ms. The current density
is calculated from Ampe`re’s law j u(R)'2(1/m0)
3(]BZ /]R). Stable neutral current sheets are reproduci
obtained in MRX.6 The radial profile ofBZ was found to
conform very closely to the hyperbolic tangent profile of t
field in the Harris-type current layer.7 Using this extremely
robust result, we routinely determine the thickness of
current sheetd as a fit parameter from the best fit of th
experimentalBZ profile to the hyperbolic tangent.

A typical MRX discharge has a time interval of approx
mately 20ms duration that is characterized by a plateau
the total current and a spatially stationary neutral sheet. T
is the portion of the discharge evolution we used for res
tivity measurement. The toroidal component of the Ohm
law, ET1VRBZ5h j T in the center of the current sheet r
duces to simplyET5h j T . The electric field and curren
density are measured, and the expression yields the res
ity that can be directly compared to the classical value.

The observed loop voltage, peak current density and

FIG. 2. Toroidal current density~a!, electric field~b!, and resistivity~c! vs
neutral fill pressure for H2 ~squares! and D2 ~circles!. Open symbols in~c!
correspond toh'

Spitzer, filled symbols are measured resistivity.
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sistivity are shown on Fig. 2 as functions of the fill pressu
of hydrogen or deuterium gas. Also shown in Fig. 2~c! with
open symbols is the transverse Spitzer resistivity calcula
using Eq.~1! based on measuredTe andne andZeff51.8 The
measured resistivity is remarkably close to the classical va
in the range of pressures above approximately 5 mTorr.
low 5 mTorr, the resistivity quickly becomes ‘‘anomalous
The normalized resistivity is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function
the collisionality parameterd/lmfp . For the collision-
dominated plasmas (d/lmfp.1) the resistivity is classical.

In our past papers, we stated that magnetic reconnec
could not be generally explained by a classical theory ba
on collisions, and Fig. 3 proves this point once again. As
mean free path increases beyond the size of the plasmad, the
resistivity is enhanced by up to an order of magnitude o
the collisional value, indicating that dissipation mechanis
other than Coulomb collisions become dominant.9 In particu-
lar, lower-hybrid drift turbulence has been observed in MR
current sheets,10 and this could contribute to the measur
resistivity. However, a theoretical estimate of the effect
collisionality, which is comparable to the lower hybrid fre
quency, shows that this contribution is insignificant in hi
collisionality discharges (nei@ f LH).

The main claim of this paper is that we have found
regime in which the electron–ion Coulomb collisions pl
the main role in determining resistivity over other effec
which includes Hall effects, turbulence and Pedersen c
rents. This regime is realized in MRX when the plasma d
sity is high and the electron temperature is low, and the m
free path of electrons~1–5 mm! is much shorter than the
shortest scale size of the neutral sheet~1–2 cm!. In this limit,
the collision rate greatly exceeds the characteristic tur
lence frequencies and the resistive MHD Ohm’s law is va
and therefore, it can be used to measure resistivity.

A slight increase of the resistivity over the classic
value is seen at pressures above;13 mTorr @Fig. 2~c!#. As
the background neutral pressure increases, electron collis
with the background neutral gas atoms and molecules sta
contribute to dissipation.

Based on the discharges that satisfy the high Coulo
collisionality criterion d/lmfp.1 and are not neutral colli-
sion dominated~fill pressure under 13 mTorr!, the transverse

FIG. 3. Resistivity anomaly factorh/h'
Spitzer as a function of the collision-

ality parameterd/lmfp . p,13 mTorr.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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resistivity was found to beh'5(1.160.09)h'
Spitzer. The er-

ror estimate includes only statistical uncertainty due shot
shot variations and temporal variations of measured va
during each shot. In order to verify theTe measurement by
the triple Langmuir probe we compared it withTe measured
independently from~1! the I –V curve measured by scannin
the bias voltage of a double probe at the conditions of
present experiments and~2! spectroscopic measurement u
ing HeI line intensity ratio method and collisional-radiativ
model data for helium plasmas withTe in the 10–20 eV
range. Based on these comparisons, we estimate that the
tematic error of theTe measurement is in the 10%–20
range. This results in the total uncertainty of approximat
30% for the normalized resistivityh' /h'

Spitzer.
To verify the electron temperature scaling behavior

the resistivity in the collisional regime, a series of shots w
made at fixed pressure of 6 mTorr. The capacitor bank v
age, and therefore the energy deposited into the plasma
varied in order to obtain a range ofTe values. The resulting
temperature dependence~Fig. 4! based on the shots satisfy
ing the high collisionality conditiond/lmfp.1 agrees with
the Te

23/2 scaling of the Spitzer formula. In order to separa
the Te and density dependence, Eq.~1! can be rearranged a

9.713103 hTe
3/22~3/2!ln~Te!5232~1/2!ln~ne!, ~4!

whereTe is in eV andne is in cm23, and an approximate
expression for lnL was used. The left-hand side of~4! was
evaluated using experimental data and plotted as a func
of density in Fig. 5~circles!. The right-hand side~dotted line!
is a function of density only. The weak density dependenc
consistent with the logarithmic scaling of the Spitzer formu
across the entire one order of magnitude range.

In summary, the transverse resistivity of a plasma w
singly ionized ions has been measured over a range of c
sionality conditions. The assumptions of the Spitzer mo
hold for the steady-state phase of MRX discharges with
collisionality parameterd/lmfp@1. In the parameter rang
where this condition is satisfied, the resistivity was found

FIG. 4. Te dependence of the measured resistivity~circles! andh'
Spitzer cal-

culated from measuredTe andne ~shaded area!. The one-s range ofh'
Spitzer

values shown incorporates the statistical uncertainty ofTe measurement and
the ne variations in the data set. Fill pressurep56 mTorr.
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agree to the calculated Spitzer value to within 30% unc
tainty. To our knowledge, this is the most accurate meas
ment of the transverse Spitzer resistivity to date. The
served resistivity follows theTe

23/2 dependence characterist
of Coulomb collisions, and shows no significantne depen-
dence. A transition from Coulomb to anomalous dissipat
is observed as collisionality is decreased. Evidence of
contribution of electron–neutral collisions to the resistivity
observed at high fill pressures.
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